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Abstract. The main aim of the paper is to analyse social CRM, specifically
Facebook communication of mobile operators in the United States, the Czech
Republic, and France to examine the state of social customer care on social
networking sites and consider possibilities, need for automatization and
improvement of EIS. The analysis is based on messages and answers posted on
Facebook pages and measuring the response time on over 1.3 million unique
questions. It identifies trends, looks for certain repeating patterns or correlations
and as a result offers a comprehensive report on the current use of social media
as a channel for customer care amongst mobile operators. The theoretical
background will also propose an advice on how to maintain a healthy rela-
tionship with customers on social networks and add a real value both for cus-
tomers and company.
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1 Introduction

There is no doubt that social networking sites (SNS) have recently become new
communication standard in e-society [4]. Thanks to its versatility SNS can be used to
find the job [2], romantic partner, latest gossip [5], play interactive games [12] or just
have private [10] conversation with friends and acquaintances [9]. Facebook is the
main on-line community communication channel [13] not only for teenagers or young
college students but also for the vast majority of working population in developed
countries. Its growing popularity resulted in more than 1.65 billion Facebook users [7].
Companies follow this trend by investing into proper maintenance of their profiles on
social networks but quality social media content is just one part of success. The other
part – maybe even more important – makes the core of this paper: interaction with
customers.

Contacting a company over SNS is just one or two clicks away. It is fast, free and
public so anybody can see the response verified by thousands of visitors, who can
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assess the answer and judge the company. That is the main reason why customer care
on social networks is becoming crucial.

2 CRM and Social Media

A systematic review of the state of the customer relationship management (CRM) [11]
defines the customer relationship management as “The overall process of building and
maintaining profitable customer relationships by delivering superior customer value
and satisfaction with the goal of improving the business relationships with customers.
Also, it is the strongest and the most efficient approach to maintaining and creating the
relationships with customers.” A company should care about its customer by answering
their request and solving their problems. CRM can also involve in business intelligence
factors by observing the expectations of the customers. Both above-mentioned goals
can be supported by social media.

The modern approach to CRM began in the 1990s with Sales Force Automation
(SFA) that enabled companies to hone their sales processes and boost productivity.
CRM continues to evolve and by the end of the century the world’s first mobile CRM
solution is introduced, followed by the first ever Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) CRM
product.

Since the spreading of the internet in the beginning of the 21st century, customers
have become more informed about the prices, the products, the services, the com-
petitors and as a consequence are more demanding. Another point was described by
Babinet [1], who explained that nowadays the worth of a product comes more from the
additional services it can provide, rather than the real technical capacities. He called
that the “revolution in the worth process for the companies”. Companies begin to see
CRM as a way to manage all business relationships via a single platform. However,
companies had difficulties at the time calculate return of investments [6] and to adapt to
this new demands and often did not get the stake of a performant CRM software or on
the opposite wanted to develop a lot of functionalities but without strategy and as a
result they got too many data that they did not know how to use.

During the recent years, successful companies have built a real CRM strategy:
especially companies that grew up very fast, such as Uber, Airbnb, Booking, Apple …
usually offer an amazing customer care. Indeed, companies that began succeeding were
working both front and back systems and their goals were to link these systems
together, as a system that can be used by customers and business partners. The CRM
scene is expected to be worth £36.4 billion by 2017 according to Gartner [3].

We can identify two main ways to deal with customer care: customer interactions/
contact software (CIS) and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software. CIS is
more flow oriented whereas the CRM system really focusses on the customer.

A customer interactions software enables to optimize the dispatch of the demand
stream (input) accordingly to the available resources to deal with these requests. It is
typically what is going on in call centres but some developers are trying to apply the
same procedures in chat, emails or social network. The main goal is to split the depends
in order to organize the waiting line in an optimal way, with more or less sophisticated
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allocation rules. The operating is very simple: when a customer contacts company, no
matter how he does it, a ticket is created. Then the ticket is handled automatically and
randomly by any employee.

A customer relationship management software tries to put the customer in the
centre of the process – it creates a database where all the information are gathered:
emails, phone calls, mails, fax… It fits especially to the companies, which wish to
know their clients in order to offer customized service and speech. Some CRM soft-
ware also enable to allocate the request to the right customer adviser, according to its
language and competencies.

In this respect we can point to two main advantages of a CRM software compared
to a customer contacts software. First and foremost, CRM enables to follow the evo-
lution of the client. That means a lot for the client as they really appreciate to be
recognized and not only considered as numbers: the way of answering cannot be the
same for a client that contact the company for the first or the fifth time on the same
topic. Social media can enhance such individual approach. Secondly, the CRM soft-
ware enables to enhance the knowledge about clients: customers want adapted answers
for their request but also for the products and services that are offered. Gathered in the
CRM software, the marketing department can also use them to analyse the desires of its
customers. Feedback and verbatim are very precious sources for the marketing to
identify new segments, social media are ideal partner for this.

Our paper focuses on the new possibilities of social communication, which
emerged with the rise of Facebook, Twitter and other SNS, while trying to answer,
whether and how Enterprise Information System (EIS) can be involved.

2.1 Customer Care on Social Networks: Social CRM

Social Customer Relationship Management (SCRM) does not replace CRM but it
extends its application field by integrating the data from social networks and other
digital exchange places.

In March 2008 Comcast was one of the first companies to interact directly with the
customers via Twitter. Social media marketing was beginning to grab the attention of
organization as the use of Facebook began to spread rapidly through the world.
Moreover, companies began to see the power of social media marketing to attract
customers. In return, customers began to see how they could use the web to be able to
express their thoughts about companies online: organizations became, therefore, aware
that customers do not bring them feedback directly but instead post their opinion
publicly online. In this respect, CRM vendors started to develop systems that would
address the issue created by social networks.

After 2010, CRM begins to integrate all departments: the companies has under-
stood that the concept of CRM is strategic and companies of all size implement CRM
software. As a consequence, social CRM needs to be much more integrated into
customer management systems and approach. Social CRM was estimated to comprise
8% of all global CRM spending during 2012, which has doubled since 2010, according
to Gartner [3].
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3 Research Questions

In our research we have, by observing actual events on SNS, tested limits of mean-
ingful SCRM usage and whether/how Enterprise Information System (EIS) can be
useful support tool. The paper seeks to find answers to the following research
questions:

1. Is really Social CRM in practice used so extensively as claimed by theoretical
studies?

2. What mood/sentiment on SNS prevails? Is the medium predominantly negative?
How SCRM deals with it?

3. Doesn’t Social CRM a create problems due to expected short response times?
Should be the SCRM process automated or computer aided?

4 Research Methodology

We have decided to analyze mobile network operators (MNO) since this industry is
closely connected with modern technologies, companies are quite big and rich, their
product is commoditized so the marketing and CRM are of vital importance. Also,
from the data perspective – MNOs usually dispose of large fan communities on
Facebook and their customers often face plenty of – often repetitive – problems that
need to be solved. We analyzed official Facebook pages of three leading,1 MNOs from
the Czech Republic, France, and the United States (see Table 1) and collected public
users’ questions and all the answers with all possible metadata, primarily time of the
answer and response, that might show us the current state of social customer care, its
development over time, differences between countries and individual operators and
finally usage of Facebook as a place to solve customers’ problems.

Altogether, we have managed to legally download over 1.3 million unique ques-
tions with all of the consecutive reactions. Through six year period (2010 to 2015) we
have measured the time that it took customer care staff to answer the question and even
to answer the following questions and also absolute and relative totals of questions
asked and answered as well as the difference between these two. As a factor repre-
senting the quality of the answer, we counted questions that were successfully solved
by one reply and related this number to all answered questions. These data were related
to the time of the day and months and years and tested for repeating patterns or
interesting formations. Each factor is also compared by individual operators amongst
each other and aggregated by countries.

For qualitative analysis, we have analyzed 100 most popular posts (Likes & Shares)
for each company (N = 900).

1 With one exception in the USA, where the largest one – Verizon – does not have its Facebook page
opened for public posts.
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4.1 Data Gathering

Facebook provides two different ways to gather data from their social network, either
query language FQL or newer API called Graph API. Both of these meet our needs.
There are many online tools for Facebook data analysis, in our case, however, there
was no suitable solution on the market, as our requirements were a bit specific. So we
have used Power Query - an extension for Microsoft Excel which has built-in support
for gathering data from Facebook.

4.2 Limitations

Some operators do not have their Facebook page available for posting messages and
rather use their own custom web application for customer care which makes impossible
for us to analyse any desired information.

Also, the amount of fetched data might be limited by Facebook cut-off policy when
carrying out too many requests consecutively. Due to this problem, there were a few
minor gaps in downloaded data – estimated at 5%–10% from the complete set.

Average response time could have been influenced by long-time unanswered posts
later commented by other user and just then answered by MNO. Response time, in
this case, would be extremely high – so we have removed those cases from
calculations.

Minimal response values of the second and third answer were sometimes as low as
one second – when clients’ response is commented by someone else at the same time as
by the operator itself – such records were also removed so they don’t skew the results.

We were also a disappointed by Twitter’s policy as it was originally planned to carry
out the same research there. Unfortunately, their API does not provide
full conversations with all the replies, which makes such kind of data mining impossible.

5 Results and Discussion

SCRM level was measured by the extent and delay of response to customers’ stimuli.
Table 2 shows the results for all MNOs, with the overall response rate is just about
23% (320.682 out of 1.367.586). On average, MNOs answered only every fourth
question raised on SNS. The highest answer rate had Orange in France with 49% of
answered questions. The worst response rate was observed with Sprint in the USA with
90% of unanswered questions.

Table 1. Number of fans and followers on Facebook and Twitter as of November 2015 - in
thousands (K) and millions (M) (authors)

Czech Republic France USA
O2 Vodafone T-Mobile SFR Orange Bouygues AT&T T-Mobile

USA
Sprint

FCB 185 K 183 K 197 K 927 K 9.4 M 826 K 5.8 M 5 M 2.1 M
TW 8.5 K 39 K 5.5 K 52.2 K 123 K 82 K 711 K 575 K 345 K
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5.1 Incoming SCRM Communication

Total message chart (Fig. 1) shows total incoming communication activity from users
(messages placed monthly on MNO’s Facebook page) through six year period. 20.000
messages were surpassed in April, June and October 2013 by Sprint – with approxi-
mately two-thirds of cases were complaints and negative reactions. In comparison with
T-mobile and AT&T, Sprint had the worst positive/negative ratio. In France, the
highest peak reached 13.297 messages in February 2012. Czech market peaked in May
2013 with 4.153 questions/comments.

Czech market is quite specific. There was the very slow beginning of customer care
implementation on Facebook for all MNOs: Vodafone was the first one to use, promote
and track Facebook in early 2011. Until today we can trace their difficult beginnings on
Facebook – reflecting the fact, that innovations of IT in telecommunication causes a lot
of unexpected situations – but surprisingly Vodafone CZ kept improving the quality of
services, and reduced the problems.

In January 2012 O2 CZ offered Facebook users chance to win mobile phones for
free. That spurred the growth of active O2 customers and from that moment O2 CZ
started to compete of Facebook with other providers. T-Mobile CZ and Vodafone CZ’s
total messages softly decline, but O2 took lead in January 2014 again, this time by
harnessing the power of “influencers” who started big wave of interactions on O2
Facebook page with a lot of likes, shares, haters, and lovers and boosted total messages
by one-fifth every month.

Table 2. Overall statistics (authors)

Number of
messages

Questions
without
answer

Questions
without
answer

Average
time

Minimum
time

Maximum
time

O2 CZ 79.063 53.295 67% 4:22:44 0:00:46 49:31:02
Vodafone
CZ

62.460 41.567 67% 5:49:56 0:00:38 128:29:18

T-Mobile
CZ

35.599 22.525 63% 3:58:48 0:00:21 66:36:40

Orange FR 9.636 4.950 51% 15:51:48 0:00:49 73:37:52
SFR FR 25.996 15.583 60% 31:04:42 0:01:19 287:59:26
Bouygues
Telecom FR

231.498 190.307 82% 14:58:57 0:00:22 289:16:50

ATT USA 194.533 110.956 57% 4:05:54 0:00:18 99:22:40
T-Mobile
USA

318.315 236.641 74% 1:45:55 0:00:15 97:54:21

Sprint USA 410.486 371.080 90% 8:07:19 0:00:47 99:53:45
Sum 1.367.586 1.046.904 76,55%
Average 10:00:40 0:00:37 132:31:19
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By the end of 2015, no MNO received more than 3.000 messages per month. Such
reduction of the questions and answers can be explained by more “formal” behaviour
and removing of the problems from Facebook pages, but still, there is enough data
comparing the questions and helpfulness of answers that put T-Mobile as a dominant
SCRM player. Sprint USA as the only provider in USA market couldn’t handle the
situation and restricted the rights of Facebook users to contribute on its page – prac-
tically acknowledging SCRM defeat.

5.2 The Frequency of SNS Posts During Day

Figure 2 represents total aggregated number of questions asked and answered during
each hour of a day. The highest amount of questions was asked expectedly on the USA
market, as it is by far the largest one, between 11 a.m. and 9 p.m., peaking at 7 p.m.
(58.781). Questions in France peaked at 21.103 during 11 a.m. and in the Czech
Republic during the 1 p.m. (12.686).

Fig. 1. Total message count in time (authors)

Fig. 2. Questions during a day
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On the other hand, it is not surprising that 4 a.m. is the time with an overly lowest
number of questions common for all the markets. Question are not limited to business
hours, we can witness customers asking the questions almost around the clock.

5.3 Response Time

Figure 3 shows average delay of the first reaction on message during the day. The
x-axis reflects time when was message posted, y-axis describes the average response
delay. Response time is crucial SCSR parameter, it expresses speed of reaction,
responsibility, and reliability in any case or situation. The worst overall reaction time
during the day has SFR in France with an average of 24 h (with best average reaction
takes more than 9 h). There is a visible difference between French approach to SCRM
and other markets.

Whereas an average response time in the Czech Republic and the USA varies
between half an hour and three hours, MNOs in France are literally off the scope,
beginning with SFR at about 6 h and ending with Bouygues Telecom and Orange at
over 12 h. The highest peak was hit during the beginning of 2015 on SFR page with
the average of over 84 h (more than 3 and half days).

Generally, bad performance of French mobile operators seems to be caused by
cultural differences, as all examined operators tend to perform similarly and obviously
with no effect on a number of customers.

Czech and USA MNOs react within the same day. The slowest average reaction has
been 9 h and fastest comments appear in less than 60 min. The worst results are
achieved at the midnight while constantly fastest reaction is during entire “office hours”
from 5 a.m. until 9 p.m. The fastest average time of answers during the day performs
around 3 p.m. and reaches 64 min. The slowest answers come from SFR in France:
messages placed at midnight wait 41 h and 45 min to be answered.

Secondly, we can see a stable trend of declining response time through all the
operators in our study. Over the time, there are often clearly visible points, when
certain operators started to pay more attention to Facebook customer care. This trend
can be seen for example in the first half of 2013 on the page of Sprint, AT&T did the
same in the beginning of 2014. The same happened on the Czech market, surprisingly
earlier than in the USA, Vodafone started that in early 2012, T-mobile CZ during 2012
and early 2013 whereas O2 CZ kept decent response time since the beginning of our
data in 2011, but the overall winner would be the T-mobile USA with constantly
prompt answers since 2012.

Generally positive fact is, that operators tend to adapt to their customers’ behaviour
as they keep answering asked questions till late evening or even during the night and do
not follow the typical 9 to 5 business day schedule.
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5.4 Sentiment Analysis

As asked in the second Research question: “What mood/sentiment on SNS prevails? Is
the medium predominantly negative?” For each MNO, we have analysed top 100 posts
(900 in total) with the most shares and likes with results shown in the Fig. 4. Our
findings confirm that Facebook is predominantly negative medium.

In the Czech Republic – majority (56%) of the most popular post just identify
problem areas and highlight particular “bad experience” and confirm negative reactions
and statement offending the operator. The most frequent argument is the high price of
contract packages comparing to Germany and Austria and the gap between the quality
of service and its price. Second in frequency of likes are complaints focused on signal
coverage. Billing errors proved to be a popular topic too – one customer even paid
advertisement to promote his negative post.

In the USA discussion seems to be more extreme: users tend to like or dislike
MNO, neutral posts are rare. Out of most shared&liked posts only about 4% are
neutral, 57% negative and 39% positive. Contrary to that, French users are neutral in
almost half of cases (47%), 45% are negative and just 8% are positive (Table 3).

Our finding is consistent with the Galtung and Ruge’s theory of News Values,
where they identify negativity as one of the most attractive factors of media
communication [8].

5.5 Enterprise Information System (EIS) and Social Media

Developers have been quick to take the initiative, adding various social media packages
to ERP systems. Let’s have a look how the integration of social media with ERP or EIS
should be constructed. If we integrate as additional input to the system social media
stream (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and others), we should than also consider, how to
automatically analyse it.

Fig. 3. Average response delay of the first answer (authors)
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The Data analysis phases should include Preprocessing, Representing Social Media
Data in convenient form, Definition of some similarity metrics and result in the
Clustering process. Text analysis platforms should be used, together with some relevant
Ontologies.

As a result, we can benefit from various trend detections and visualisations, in the
form of Patterns, Cluster results, Data Cubes or Graphs.

The matter is even more complicated by the fact, that most of above mentioned
tools are language-related, so such automated system extremely difficult localize for
small markets (simple translation does not work).

6 Conclusions

We have proved, that Social CRM was in practice used quite extensively in 2012–2013
with declining number of user inputs lately. As we expected, mobile operators did their
best to catch the trend of social networks and over time they clearly invested in
improving the quality of customer care on Facebook (shortening the response time).
There is still a possible opportunity to gain customers by good social CRM as none of
the observed companies does perform ideally.

Our analysis also strongly suggested, that most of the social interactions are still
being achieved “manually” – by customer care staff writing the posts. The timeline of
interactions shows no signs of automated response system being used. Up-to-date
Social CRM requires ever shorter response times, and probably the only way how to
achieve it is the implementation of automated or computer aided SCRM processes.
However, we admit, that such system would be a great challenge [4] to program into
existing Enterprise Information Systems.

Fig. 4. Positive/negative sentiment of comments – in % (authors)

Table 3. TOP 100 posts evaluated on positive/negative scale (authors)

Country Extremely positive Positive Neutral Negative Extremely negative

Czech Republic 9 60 63 132 36
USA 93 24 12 54 117
France 15 9 141 87 48
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Lastly, we have proved, that Facebook is predominantly negative medium, where is
quite difficult to perform a positive and successful SCRM.

Further research could be conducted to determine the effectiveness of SCRM in
addressing diverse groups of Facebook users. Also, qualitative content analysis of the
data we acquired would be interesting, albeit extremely time-consuming. In further
paper, we should conduct on both quantitative and qualitative analysis of the data we
have accumulated.
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